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Before the existence of management information systems of marriage (SIMKAH) enforced, all KUA in Indonesia still use the manual systems. Manual systems which is still used in some KUA in Indonesia. This system has the potential to administrative violations include: impersonation of marriage, illegal polygamy and others. Management information systems of marriage (SIMKAH), which is applied at KUA Klojen, expected to minimize or totally eliminate accidental errors or unintentional on counterfeiting administration, so that the system will deal with marital problems that exist today.

The focus of this research is to find out how effective use of (SIMKAH) in the Office of religious affairs Klojen Malang District, as well as to find out how inspector and supervision before and after marriage is SIMKAH.

As this research used a qualitative approach and the type of empirical research. While the data used is in the form of primary and secondary data were conducted by interview, and documentation, which is then carefully processed and then presented in a descriptive form.

The use of SIMKAH in the Office of religious affair Klojen Malang District can be said to effectively see the outcome performance, information, security, and cost. And also there is an increase number of marriages from year to year. The vetting process before and after the SIMKAH tend to be the same only different at the time used, before the existence of SIMKAH are arguably inaccurate, take a long time, requires a lot of employees, with this system there is no protection against the data, marriage data is very difficult to be accessed by the general public, allowing many marital problems are not problem to be resolved, after the SIMKAH process is faster related, accurate, all performance requires a short time, so that really helped performance the performance of the employees of KUA, with this system does not require a lot of employees and the existing data will be safe and reliable, there is cooperation with other institutions such as the directorate General of population and the civil registry, the cour and the immigration office, then later a supervision of the marriage will be realized so that there is no longer the bride do violations of the law such as the falsification of identity polygamy is illegal and others an integrated so that eachagency, the use of SIMKAH in addition to facilitate record-keeping functions, as well as to enhance the control function for the marriage.